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Figure 2.
Cortical activation
associated with both
Smile and Blink
conditions, overlaid
on an inflated
cortical surface (left
is on left) and
mapped in the MNI
coordinate atlas.
Activation maps
reflect random
effects analysis
thresholded at P <
0.01, minimum
cluster filter = 50
voxels). Activation in
the (A) FR group
(N=7) was stronger
than in (B)
Synkinesis group
(N=7). Activation
was present
bilaterally in anterior
supplementary motor
cortex along midline,
preCentral gyrus,
Central Sulcus and
postCentral gyrus in
FR group. Refer to
Fig. 4 for ROI
mapping.
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Facial synkinesis is the coupling of unintentional facial
movements with those that are intentional, generally
involving the periocular, midface, perioral, chin and neck
muscles [Figure 1].1
Commonly, patients with synkinesis attempt to close
their eyes and experience unintentional lip movement or
attempt to smile and experience unintentional eye
closure.
Facial synkinesis develops weeks or months after facial
nerve injury, and is most commonly seen after idiopathic
facial nerve injury, e.g. Bell’s palsy (BP).
Synkinesis is thought to occur
secondary to both aberrant
peripheral nerve regeneration
and neuronal reorganization in
the facial nucleus.2,3
Although there are data to
support cortical reorganization
in patients with BP, there are
no such data in synkinesis.4-7
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Figure 3.
The contest of the
the Smile and Blink
conditions (SmileBlink) revealed those
brain areas were
relatively more
responsive during
Smile than Blink
tasks for both
groups. FR group
had activation in
preCentral gyrus and
Central sulcus
related to the Smile
condition, while
Synkinesis again
showed less
response in the
preCentral and
Central sulcus
bilaterally.
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Figure 1. Subject with right-sided synkinesis with
inadvertent eye closure and decreased excursion of
the oral commisure during smile.

Methods
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Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) was
used to characterize changes in the central nervous
system (CNS) by studying changes in the motor cortex
and sensorimotor integration regions during motor tasks
that elicit facial synkinesis.
14 subjects with a history of BP (7 fully recovered (FR),
7 with synkinesis) completed the validated Synkinesis
Assessment Questionnaire (SAQ) and Edinburgh
Inventory forms.
Subjects performed a series of facial motor tasks,
alternating between blinking, smiling and a baseline rest
condition, while undergoing fMRI scans in a 3 Tesla
Siemens Prisma scanner.
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ROI Comparison between Fully Recovered and Synkinesis Subjects

Results
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P = 0.012
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Figure 4. We compared ROI within the motor planning (preCentral gyrus), motor execution (Central sulcus), and somato-motor feedback
(postCentral gyrus) areas. Synkinesis group has less signal during smile and blink conditions than FR group. Across all regions bilaterally,
Synkinesis showed less activation during tasks than FR, although the effect only reached significance in the left preCentral gyrus.
BP = fully recovered from BP; SYK = synkinesis after BP. Beta weight = signal change from baseline, “signal strength”.

ROI Comparison Between Affected and Unaffected Hemispheres
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